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The results of al ulations of the elasti s attering ross se tion of positrons on noble gas and alkali atoms
are presented. The al ulations are performed within the one-ele tron HartreeFo k approximation with multiele tron orrelations in the so- alled random phase approximation with ex hange taken into a ount. Virtual
positronium formation is taken into a ount and proved to be very important. Arguments are presented that the
positron polarization potential is repulsive for alkali atoms. The results obtained are in a reasonable agreement
with experiment and with some previously reported al ulations.
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positron s attering pro ess therefore appears to be simpler than that for ele trons. Moreover, the positron
atom stati potential, being repulsive in general, for es
the positron to move into the areas of the target where
the potential is the smallest, thus diminishing its overall a tion. This is opposite to the ase of ele tronatom
(mole ule) ollision. The ontrast looks even stronger
if we take into a ount that as it seems, the polarization potential is attra tive for both ele trons and
positrons. The total potential for ele trons must therefore be stronger than for positrons. It thus seems at the
rst glan e that any simple approa h that is good for
ele trons should work at least not worse for positrons.
For instan e, the se ond-order approximation to the
polarization potential is good for ele tronatom s attering [4℄ and an be expe ted to be at least equally
good in des ribing positronatom s attering. But this
view has proved to be in orre t.
Indeed, the positron that is pushed out of the
target an intera t strongly with a temporarily, or virtually, ex ited ele tron that is outside the target. They
form a kind of a bound state that an be alled the
virtual positronium. We show that this is a very important me hanism that dramati ally ae ts the s attering ross se tion.

1. INTRODUCTION

The studies of positronatom and positron
mole ule s attering, in spite of their development
during already several de ades, is still quite an a tive
area of resear h (see [13℄ and referen es therein).
The interest in positron slowing and annihilation in
gases and other media motivates the investigation of
these pro esses. The photons emitted in the ourse
of annihilation arry extremely valuable information
on the ele tron stru ture of dierent obje ts, from
isolated atoms in gases to solid bodies. But the pro ess
of positron ollisions on atoms and mole ules is also
of interest by itself and in omparison to ele tron
ollisions on the same obje ts. The proje tile-target
intera tion me hanisms are most transparent in the
ollision pro ess at low energies, and we therefore
on entrate on this energy region in what follows.
For both the ele tron and positron s attering, the
ross se tion is determined by the ele trostati and polarization potentials by whi h the target a ts on the
proje tile. For in oming ele trons, however, the exhange with the target ele trons is important. It does
not exist for positrons at all. At a rst glan e, the
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Here, p = 2E . The density is obtained by solving the
HF equations for the target atom.
A prominent dieren e between the HF and experimental results at low positron energies in positron
atom elasti s attering exists for almost all atoms onsidered, for example, He. The next step must therefore
be made by taking the polarization intera tion into a ount. This intera tion appears in the se ond order in
the positronele tron intera tion, in the same way as
for the ele tronatom s attering (see [4; 12℄ for details).
Assuming that the polarization intera tion  is weak,
we an express the orre tion Æ` (E ) to the HF partial
positron s attering phase due to the a tion of  as

(1)

Æ`(E ) =  hE` k`(E )k E`i ;
(4)
where ` (E ) is the `th omponent of  and E` denotes
e+ (r ).
the radial part of the positron wave fun tion PE`

In the se ond order in the Coulomb intera tion
r0 j between the in oming positron and
atomi ele trons, the redu ed matrix element in the
right hand side of (4) is given by

V

= 1=jr
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hE`; "i `i kVL k E1 `1; "2 `2 i hE1 `1;"2 `2 kVL k E`; "i `i i dE d" ;
1 2
(2` + 1)(E E " + " + iÆ)
1

where E1 `1 denotes the intermediate positron state,
whi h is determined by solving Eq. (3), and "2 `2 and
Ei `i stand for the energies and angular momenta of
atomi ele trons in the virtually ex ited and ground
states, respe tively (with their wave fun tions found
in the HF approximation [12℄). The redu ed Coulomb
matrix elements VL are dened in [12℄. The onditions i  F and "` > F indi ate o upied and va ant
ele tron states, respe tively. Equation (5) orresponds
1)

(2)

e
PE`
(r) =

In the al ulations, we limit ourselves by the rst four
phase shifts ` = 0; 1; 2; 3, whi h is su ient for relatively low positron energies up to 3040 eV.
The rst step of our approa h is the HartreeFo k
(HF) al ulations, whi h means the HF approximation
for the target atom and the frozen ore approximation
for the in oming positron, naturally without ex hange
of the positron and the ore ele trons. To al ulate the

hE` k` (E )k E`i =

r

for the positron wave fun tion 'e+ (r); here, Z is the
nu lear harge and (r) is the atomi ele tron dene+ (r )
sity. The asymptoti form of the radial part PE`
of 'e+ (r) for large r determines the phase shift,



2. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS

(2` + 1) sin Æ`(E ):

dr(r )
jr r0 j 'e+ (r) = E'e+ (r)

4+Z

The elasti s attering ross se tion  (E ) of a
positron with the energy E is determined by the partial
s attering phases Æ` (E ), where ` is the positron angular
momentum, as [11℄1)
1
2 X
2

E `=0
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HF positron phase shifts Æ`HF (E ), we therefore solve
the equation

Z
0 

Our aim in this paper is to al ulate the slow
positronatom elasti s attering ross se tions and to
demonstrate the e ien y of a very simple method rst
proposed in [5℄ and then developed in [6; 7℄ that allows
taking the virtual positronium formation into a ount
in this pro ess. The latter ee t has proved to be extremely important. The suggested method allows us to
onsiderably improve the agreement with experiment
and to give a simple qualitative explanation of a large
dieren e between ross se tions for noble gases and
their neighbors, alkali atoms. Sin e the introdu tion of
this approa h in [5℄, a number of other al ulations were
performed (e.g., [610℄) based on the idea of the virtual
positronium formation but using mu h more ompliated methods (see [810℄).

(E ) =

òîì

2

i

(5)

to the lowest order orrelation orre tion in the frame
of the Random Phase Approximation with Ex hange
(RPAE). It diers from the expression for the se ondorder polarization intera tion for ele tronatom s attering des ribed in [4; 12℄ be ause it does not in lude
the ex hange between the in oming parti le and target
ele trons. The s attering ross se tion with the polarization intera tion taken into a ount is determined by
Eq. (1) where Æ`HF (E ) is repla ed by the phases

Atomi units are used in this paper, with m and e being the ele tron mass and harge.
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ionization potential. As a result, the polarization potential in (7) an be ome repulsive. It is essential to
note that (") is omplex at " > I , its imaginary part
being proportional to the atom photoionization ross
se tion. The polarization potential an therefore also
be omplex in prin iple.
The next step beyond the HF approximation in our
analysis of positronatom s attering onsists in taking
the polarization intera tion into a ount in the rst order, in the same manner as this is done for the ele tron
atom s attering in [4℄. The results obtained improve
the orresponden e with experimental data, but they
are still far from being satisfa tory. As an illustration,
we an use the respe tive results for any atom, for instan e He (see below).

Æ` (E ) = Æ`HF (E ) + Æ` (E )
(5a)
for E < I with I being the target atom ionization

potential. For higher positron energies, the s attering phases given by (4) and (5a) are omplex, and the
imaginary part Im Æ` (E )  Æ 0̀ (E ) determines the
inelasti s attering ross se tion of the positron by an
atom.
The elasti s attering ross se tion for E > I is
given by [4; 12℄
X
0

(E ) =

E

`

(2`+1) [ h(2Æ`(E )) os(2Æ`(E ))℄ 
 exp [ 2Æ`0 (E )℄ ;

(6)

where Æ` (E ) is the real part of the positron `-wave s attering phase shift.
Similarly to Eq. (5), the method des ribed in [4; 12℄
in some aspe ts apply well beyond the simple se ondorder perturbation theory in the inter-ele tron intera tion. Important higher-order orre tions are taken
into a ount by al ulating the HF wave fun tion of
the ele tron "2 `2 in the atomi eld with the va an y
i. With this improvement, even the lowest order in the
polarization intera tion gives good results for the elasti s attering of ele trons on noble gases. This intera tion depends on the proje tile energy, is nonlo al, and
does not ontain free adjustable parameters. Far from
the atom, it an be approximated as the polarization
potential

Vpol =

(") ;
2r4

3. METHOD OF CALCULATIONS

The la k of a de isive su ess after the se ond-order
polarization orre tion (5) has been taken into a ount
means that something qualitatively important is missing. We believe that as suggested in [5℄, this is the
positronium formation in the intermediate state, that
is, the possibility of a temporary binding of the in oming positron and the ex ited ele tron (the one lo ated
far from the atomi ore). We assume that being almost unae ted by the ore a tion, these ele tron and
positron an form a bound state that is almost idential to the free positronium Ps. This alters the energy
of the intermediate state, shifting it by the positronium binding energy IPs and modies the wave fun tion
of the intermediate state, whi h is no longer the produ t of HF-wave fun tions of the positron, the ex ited
ele tron, and the va an y reated after the virtual exitation of the atomi ele tron. Instead, the motion of
the positron relative to the ele tron is strongly modied
by the binding.
To take the energy shift into a ount, we must subtra t IPs from the sum of the positron and ele tron energies E1 + "2 in the denominator of the se ond-order
polarization intera tion (5). The modied matrix element is then given by

(7)

where (") is the atom dipole polarizability, " is the
mean ex itation energy of the in oming ele tron in
the intermediate state, and r is the distan e between
the proje tile and the enter of the target. In phenomenologi al al ulations or estimations for low inoming positron energy E , it is usually assumed that
" = 0. For 0  " < I1 , where I1 is the energy of the
rst atom ex itation level, the dipole polarizability is
positive and the polarization potential is therefore attra tive. It should be kept in mind, however, that (")
as a fun tion of " an be ome negative, at least for alkali and alkali earthes, at " > I , where I is the atomi
D

E` e l (E ) E`

E

=

1

X Z hE`; "i `i kVL k E1 `1; "2 `2 i hE1 `1; "2 `2 kVL k E`; "i `i i
1
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on He. The dotted line is the HF approximation, the
dashed line is the RPAE without positronium formation
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The additional phase shifts Æ` (E ) are determined by
e ` (E ) instead of ` (E ).
Eq. (4) with 
We note that far from the target atom, Eq. (8) leads
to a rather simple expression for the polarization potential,

(" + I ) :
2r4
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b
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Partial wave ontributions to the ross se tions
of the elasti positron s attering on He: a  with
the in lusion of positronium formation; b  without
positronium formation. IPs = 0:5Ry (a), 0 (b). The
dotted-and-dashed line is the s-wave ross se tion, the
dotted line is the p-wave ross se tion, the dashed line
is the d-wave ross se tion, and the solid line is the sum
of s-, p- and d-partial ross se tions

Fig. 2.

A ording to the dis ussion at the end of the previous se tion, it is essential to have in mind that if
IPs > I , then (IPs ) is a omplex quantity, usually
with a onsiderable imaginary part and (IPs ) an be
not only positive but also negative.
It would be mu h simpler to use (9) (or (7)) instead
of (8) (or (5)), but the asymptoti expressions are valid
at so large distan es from the atom that their ontribution to the total phase shift is small. This is why
we used Eq. (8) in our al ulations. The advantage of
our approa h is obvious: to des ribe the positronatom
s attering, we an use almost the same system of omputing odes that was used in studying the ele tron
atom s attering [12℄.
To properly in lude the positronele tron intera tion mentioned above, instead of simply adding IPs
to the denominator in (8), we must take the modi ation of the orresponding wave fun tions into a ount. This means that the produ t of the one-positron
Hartree and one-ele tron HartreeFo k fun tions E1 `1 ,
"2 `2 and energies E1 and "2 must be repla ed by wave
fun tions and total energies of the intera ting or bound
positron and ele tron that move in the atomi eld. To

nd these fun tions and total energies, the three-body
problem must be solved with the intera tion between
the in oming positron and atomi ele tron and the vaan y reated after the ele tron virtual ex itation taken
into a ount. This is very di ult, and simpli ations
are inevitable. An attra tive option is to des ribe the
relative motion of the positron and the ele tron by a
positronium wave fun tion, while onsidering their enter of mass as moving freely, unae ted by the self onsistent atomi eld and the va an y eld. This approximate approa h has been developed in [810℄, but the
modi ation of the energy denominator was entirely
negle ted there. Here, we present the results of a mu h
simpler approa h, where only the energy shift due to
42
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region onsidered, up to E = 18 eV. To obtain the
ross se tions, ontributions of the positron s-, p-, and
d-partial waves were taken into a ount. We note that
the virtual positronium formation leads to prominent
variations in all the partial wave ontributions. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the results with (Fig. 2a)
and without (Fig. 2b) the positronium energy shift are
presented.
The ross se tion of the low energy (e+ + He)-elasti
s attering is mu h smaller than that of (e + He). This
an be explained qualitatively as follows: while the
self onsistent eld Vs a ting on the in oming positron
is repulsive, the polarization potential Vpol , whi h be4
haves as
He (IPs )=2r far from the atom, is attra tive, be ause (IPs ) and (0) for He are positive and
of the same order of magnitude as Vs . The ontributions of Vs and Vpol therefore ompensate ea h other,
suppressing the elasti s attering ross se tion. For the
ele tron s attering, both Vs and Vpol are attra tive,
and instead of ompensating, the respe tive quite big
ontributions enhan e ea h other.
It is of spe ial interest to ompare the (e+ + He)
and (e+ + Li) s attering be ause Li (IPs ) is negative,
omplex, and mu h larger than He (IPs ) by the absolute value. In a ordan e with (9), the negative sign
of Li (IPs ) implies that in this ase, the polarization
potential is repulsive instead of being always attra tive [13℄ (also see the dis ussion above). This observation is important for dierent s attering pro esses
in general. Indeed, if the proje tile and the target onstituent an form a omposite parti le in the intermediate state, the polarization intera tion an easily hange
its sign, be oming attra tive. This was found to o ur,
for example, in nu lear physi s, namely in  -meson
nu lear s attering, where the ( -meson + nu leon) system forms the so- alled 33 -resonan e, leading to a
hange of the sign in the polarization intera tion [14℄.
The imaginary part, depending on its magnitude, an
ee tively be of either the repulsive or the attra tive
nature from the point of view of the elasti s attering.
We should therefore expe t that be ause Vs and Vpol
have the same sign, they ontribute onstru tively and
hen e lead to an extremely large ross se tion of the
size of, or even bigger than the (e + Li) ross se tion.
The results for (e+ + Li) ross se tions are presented in
Fig. 3. It follows that the energy shift a ounting for
the positronium formation in the virtual state ae ts
the low-energy ross se tion onsiderably. In Fig. 3a,
we show the results obtained in the HartreeFo k and
random phase approximation with ex hange with the
positronium formation taken into a ount and the results derived in [2℄ using a substantially more ompli-

virtual positronium formation is taken into a ount and
the modi ation of the positron and ele tron wave fun tions is ompletely negle ted [57℄.
4. RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS

Here, we give the results of our al ulations for a
number of atoms. We start with He.
The results for elasti s attering of positrons by He
obtained using Eq. (8) are demonstrated in Fig. 1. It
an be seen that the energy shift due to the positronium formation leads to a prominent de rease of the
low-energy ross se tion. The dieren e is qualitative
at E  1 eV. As E grows, the inuen e of the positronium formation be omes smaller, but the deviation
from the HF approximation results is huge in all the
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Fig. 3. Cross se tions of the elasti positron s attering
on Li. The dotted line (a, b) is the HF approximation.
The solid line (a, b) is the RPAE with positronium formation taken into a ount. The dashed line is a 
the result of [2℄, b  the RPAE without positroniun
formation
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Fig. 4.

formation) are qualitatively dierent from the HF results. The latest experimental points, dark triangles for
Kr and dark ir les for Xe, are in a reasonable agreement with the RPAE results. More a urate data are
desirable, however.

ated method. Although the dieren e between RPAE
and [2℄ is prominent, the deviation of both of them
from the HF approximation is qualitative. Figure 3b
learly demonstrates the magnitude of the ee t of taking positronium formation into a ount in the virtual
state for E  4 eV.

The pi ture of positron s attering on He and Li des ribed above is also qualitatively valid for the NeNa
pair. Indeed, the (e+ + Ne) ross se tion is small, onsiderably smaller than the geometri al one, while the
(e+ + Na) elasti s attering ross se tion (Fig. 5a) is
very large. Even larger is the ross se tion for (e+ +Ne),
as an be seen in Fig. 5b. In Fig. 5, we ompare our results with the lose- oupling al ulations from [22℄. Beause the al ulational approa hes are essentially different, the dieren e is not a big surprise, but experimental data are needed. For noble gases heavier than

Figures 4a, b, , and d present our results for noble
gas atoms Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, respe tively. In the ase
of Ne for E  2 eV, the role of positronium formation
is signi ant, while the deviation from the HF approximation is quite dramati . We an see that the rst
experimental point at about 1 eV demonstrates the essential role of taking the positronium formation into
a ount in the virtual state. The same ee t for even
higher E is seen for Ar in Fig. 4b. In Fig. 4 (Kr) and
Fig. 4d (Xe), the RPAE results (with the positronium
44
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Cal ulated ross se tion of the elasti positron
s attering on Be (a) and Ca (b). The dotted line is
the HF approximation, the solid line is the RPAE with
positronium formation taken into a ount, the dashed
line is the RPAE without positronium formation

Fig. 5. Cal ulated ross se tions of the elasti positron
s attering on Na (a) and K (b). The dotted line is
the HF approximation, the solid line is the RPAE with
positronium formation taken into a ount, the dashed
line with heavy dots is the result of lose- oupling alulations [22℄

Fig. 6.

tively lose. The situation is dierent for Ca, where
the ross se tion is mu h smaller at very low E , but
then de reases mu h slower than in K. For Ar, K, and
Ca, all the three urves are qualitatively similar, but
the (e+ + K) elasti s attering ross se tion is by an
order of magnitude larger than that of (e+ + Ar):
It is of some interest to study the imaginary parts
of the elasti s attering phases. They des ribe the respe tive partial wave ontributions to the ross se tion
of the inelasti pro ess

Ne, namely Ar, Kr, and Xe, the polarization intera tion is mu h larger and the ross se tions in rease as
the atomi number grows. As in the LiHe ase, the
ross se tions for the alkali neighbors are again mu h
larger. The results for Kr and Xe are in a qualitative
agreement with those obtained in [1℄ using a mu h more
ompli ated method.
It is interesting to ompare the results for a group
of three neighbors, a noble gas, alkali, and alkali-earth
atom. As a good example, the groups of atoms He, Li,
Be (Fig. 6a) and Ar, K, Ca (Fig. 6b) are onsidered
(Figs. 16). We he ked the role of the positronium
formation for Be and found it very important, as previously. For Be, the ross se tions proved to be similar
in size and shape to those of Li, whi h is a onsequen e
of the fa t that their polarizabilities (IPs ) are rela-

e+ + A ! Ps + A+ :

(10)
ross se tion in (E )

The inelasti positron s attering
is expressed through the imaginary part of the phase
shift  Æ 0̀ (E ) as

in (E ) =
45

2
X
(2` + 1)[1
E `=0

exp( 4 Æ`0 (E ))℄: (11)
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in parti ular, noble gas and alkali atoms. It also gives
an estimate of the Ps-formation ross se tion. The approa h developed in this paper an be applied without
any essential di ulty to the study of positron s attering on more ompli ated targets, su h as mole ules,
lusters, and fullerenes.
It is interesting to know whether the bound states
in the (e+ + A) system an be des ribed within the
simple approa h developed here. Indeed, given the
repulsive nature of Vs and possibly also repulsive
nature of Vpol , it is far from trivial that the binding
an o ur at all. We an therefore expe t bound states
of positrons with those atoms A for whi h A (IPs ) is
big ( onsiderably bigger than in noble gases) and positive, A (IPs ) > 0, i.e., Vpol is su iently strong and
attra tive. An interesting and intriguing possibility is
that the (e+ + A) bound state results from the a tion
of the imaginary part Im(Vpol ). On the other hand, the
binding an originate from the intera tion of Ps and A
via Van der Waals for es. These are parti ularly big
if A+ has the ele troni stru ture similar to an atom
in the rst period of the Mendeleev table, i.e., A is in
the se ond period. To dete t the possibility of forming
a bound state, one must study the magnitude of the
s attering phase shift at zero energy: if it rea hes
, a bound state is reated in the hannel under
onsideration. It must be he ked, however, whether
this state is stable against the de ay through the
(Ps + A+) hannel, whi h requires knowing the bound
state energy. Finding it is mu h more ompli ated
than al ulating the phase shifts at zero e+ -energy.

1800

1200

òîì

8

Positron energy, eV

Ps-formation ross se tions for positronNa
s attering in RPAE. The dotted-and-dashed line is the
s-wave ross se tion, the dotted line is the p-wave ross
se tion, the dashed line is the d-wave ross se tion, the
solid line is the sum of s-, p-, and d-partial ross se tions. Experimental points are taken from [23℄, open
ir les show the upper limit, and solid ir les show the
lower limit

Fig. 7.

As in al ulations of  (E ), we limit ourselves to taking the rst three partial waves into a ount (those with
` = 0, 1, 2). In Fig. 7, we show the results of our al ulation of the Ps-formation ross se tion in positronNa
atom s attering together with the experimental data of
[23℄. At low energies, there is a strong deviation from
the experiment, as in many other al ulations [24℄, but
at energies above 3 eV, there is a satisfa tory agreement. We note that it is assumed in this al ulation
that any ele tron obtained by ionization together with
the inelasti ally s attered positron form a positronium
Ps. Obviously, this is an exaggeration: some of the
ele trons leave the atom without forming a real positronium. This is parti ularly essential for a small energy
E in the ases where the Ps-formation threshold is at
E = 0 (as in (e+ + Na ollision).
We note that using Eq. (8), we an also des ribe the
WignerBaz' pe uliarities in the elasti s attering ross
se tion near the threshold of inelasti hannel (10) [11℄.
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